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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New.
Large Print. Language: English. Brand new Book. Approach to the Silence Wrong thinking produces
inharmony in our body, which in turn produces sickness. Our bodies sometimes are instantly re-
harmonized while in the Silence. In the Silence our minds become passive, open, free and loving, at
which time the Infinite Master of harmony touches the mental chords of our being and we are well.
Just as the piano can be tuned, so can the mind. Man's body is made up of twelve octaves the same
as in music. All matter is music. All matter is composed of twelve octaves. Wrong thinking brings
inharmony in some of the octaves of our body. Right thinking tunes these organs, puts them back
into their normal condition. Boys have their little steel magnets by which they pick up small pieces
of steel, pins and so forth. When overworked, these magnets no longer attract. Then the boys take
their magnets, have them rubbed against strong magnets or remagnetized with an electric current
and their power is quickly restored-so with our bodies. Mind is the re-electrifier and re-harmonizer
of the octaves into all harmony. Right thinking, therefore,...
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This publication can be really worth a go through, and a lot better than other. It is actually writter in straightforward words and phrases instead of
confusing. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this publication to learn.
-- Jackeline Rippin-- Jackeline Rippin

A high quality book and also the font employed was intriguing to read. I was able to comprehended every thing out of this created e book. You wont really
feel monotony at whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.-- Prof. Johnson Cole Sr.
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